Omron developed HeartGuide, the first wearable blood pressure monitor. This watch has a built-in blood pressure cuff and readings can be done manually or automatically scheduled throughout the day.

Butterfly iQ is the world's first portable, smartphone-connected ultrasound device capable of whole-body imaging. The under $2,000 cost aims to increase access to ultrasound worldwide.
Stanley Black & Decker debuted PRIA, a voice-controlled "home care companion." PRIA schedules and dispenses medications and provides fast access to caregivers with a built-in camera.

Testcard's digital urine test allows patients to take tests at home, scan them with an app, and receive almost immediate results. Testcard can currently detect pregnancies, UTI's, and glucose levels and hopes to soon include PSA and STI tests.

Osso VR demoed its virtual reality surgery education platform which can measure precision and score surgeons based on their performance. Currently focused on orthopedic surgeries, the company plans to expand to other specialties.

Healium utilizes a digital app and VR systems including Oculus Go, Gear VR, and Google Daydream headsets to track brain patterns, heart rates, and create an AR/VR experience to decrease stress.

Want to see more health technology presented at CES? Read featured articles in Forbes and the Wall Street Journal and check out #CES2019 on Twitter.
Follow us on Twitter @HealthTechPitt
and check out our website
www.healthtech.pitt.edu!